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Commodore’s Report

Commodore’s Report

COMMODORE REPLY AT AGM
1.
2.

3.

4.

Welcome to members of PSYC thank you for your attendance.
Welcome the returning directors thank you for your past service.
a.
Rick Pacey – Vice Commodore
b.
David Simm – Rear Commodore
c.
Anne Evans – Treasurer
d.
Marina Budisavljevic – Secretary
e.
Lotte Baker – Assistant Secretary & Licensee in Charge
f.
Steve Plante – Director
Welcome the new directors
a.
Ross Macdonald – Club Captain
b.
Peter Oliver – Director
Appointment of the Auditors
a.
Confirmed as W Morley & Co Pty Ltd (Nelson Bay)

5.

General Business

a.

Special thankyou to Board Members stepping down:
i.
Commodore - John Townsend
ii.
Club Captain – John Glease.

b.

Special thank you to the “Volunteers” at PSYC you know who you are and the work you do is appreciated to
keep our club and sailing activities in Port Stephens going week in week out.

c.

Challengers facing the PSYC

i.

Covid – 19 impact on the club’s activities, income and members & visitors Health and Safety. Thank you to
John Townsend for his dedication and attention to detail making the PSYC, members & visitors safe during
2020.
Profitability and Provision of Services to members.
PSYC a “not for profit” still has bills to pay and services to be offered to its members.
Your board will be conducting a “Budget Review” in the first few months which will involve all aspects
Financial.
a.
Membership Fees.
b.
Mooring Fees and Charges.
c.
Bar Income & Expenses.
d.
Sub-Leasing of club space for other board approved activities, social events, etc
Membership
1.
Ageing membership, not just PSYC but a national issue well recognised by Sailing Australia.
2.
Attracting new membership of all ages and increasing diversity (Female participation) in our club.
Sub-Committee members Peta Oliver and Cheryl Stone– She Sails (Australia Sailing) have already
started in this space.
3.
Your board and the various sub-committees of PSYC will be working on these issues during 20/21.
Leasing of the building from which we operate.
1.
Our lease ends 30/6/2021.
2.
PSC have offered a new lease to PSYC.
a.
The board has replied to the initial lease and amended lease and is now waiting upon a
response from PSC.
b.
A solicitor’s review will occur prior to finalization of the lease.
c.
Members will be advised of the details once the lease has been knocked into shape, at this
stage I can say there are several items which PSYC and PSC are at variance.
Adopting changes to Rules Australian Sailing for 2021, in particular rule (46) - update Australian Sailing has
made the decision to delay the implementation of the change to Rule 46 until 1 January 2022.

ii.
1.
2.

iii.

iv.

v.

Michael Kirby - Commodore

Vice Commodore’s Report

Vice Commodore Rick Pacey

This past twelve months will go down as the strangest season in the Clubs 50 year history and I suspect the only
period ever, racing has been suspended.
Notwithstanding we had a full Spring, a bit of Summer and a non-spinnaker winter season and seen some
encouraging strong race attendance return despite the limitations and ongoing concerns. It’s great that racing feels
pretty normal at the moment and hope that we can continue into the future with increasing boat numbers.
We almost had the Breakout Regatta with 60 boats entered and my thinking that it will happen and become a
signature annual event of the Club, with some discussions suggesting 18 Jan 21 is an option. We have established a
closer relationship with Newcastle with the first of what I hope to become bi-annual events with them and a closer
tie through their taking on the PSSAC. Its been great to see a couple of new boats join the fleet
Since last year, courses have been reviewed to remove duplications, provide Race Officers with more flexibility,
make better use of the newer Georges Reserve mark and better accommodate Division 2 boats. We have

introduced the Women’s Series as part of the Summer Points Score, purchased a computer for the Starters van and
moved to a cloud-based race management which will see results being finalised as the last boat crosses the line.
Next things on the list is finalising the review of our handicap system and having results page sorted out. Other
things include our Training Officer getting some things going and consideration of a club boat.
I would like to acknowledge and thank the Race Committee members and the Race Officers that have enabled our
racing to happen so well, the skippers and crews for being there and look forward to our signature event tomorrow,
the Club’s 50th birthday and more Social and Competitive sailing in such a great sailing location.
Thanks and see you out on the water.

Rick Pacey - Vice Commodore

Secretary’s Report
What a year it has been. I would like foremost to thank and commend John Townsend for his year as
Commodore. Aside from COVID-19 and dealings with the Club's lease with Council, our Board was faced
with a myriad of matters that I don't believe any other Board has previously dealt with.
John acted admirably, making tough decisions and being the voice of reason and calm during tough
arbitrations. John was an outstanding Commodore during his brief tenur. I hope that he can now spend
more time on the water and with family.
I thank all members for their patience while the Club was forced-closed due to COVID-19. I understand that
the Club is the main social hub for many of our members .It was not easy to settle into this new socially
distanced way of life and I also thank all members for their cooperation without COVID safety measures.
I'd like to reflect on the feedback that we received during the 2019 AGM and that the Board took steps to
respond. Including better transparency and communication from the Board with members
It's been great having the Strategic Plan in place since early this year and we've already seen a number of
goals be put in action and I'm looking forward to an upcoming review of the Plan and to set new goals.
My focus will be on establishing more local relationships for sponsorship and when I actually get back on
the water myself, helping out with advocating for more female sailors through organisations such as
SheSails.
I would also like to thank and congratulate the subcommittee and all those involved in organising the
Breakout Regatta earlier this year. This was a mammoth task and I am glad to see it rescheduled next year.
This event will undoubtedly be a huge step for PSYC to be a prominent club and organiser for events to
come. I give a special thanks to Chris Bebb for his work on grant applications. These applications can be
tedious and are not particularly fun but Chris was successful in obtaining additional funding for our Club
The issue of Club's lease with Council is ongoing. We are hoping for a positive resolution.

I am looking to establish a Social Committee to help with arranging the individual events. Those interested
can email me at psyc_secretary@outlook.com or call me on 0404 126 962.
Thanks to everyone for another year as Secretary. Marina

MarineOutlet.com.au Women’s Series January 2021
Not many yachts have entered this series yet. If you think you might have a woman on board for any of
the Summer Pointscore races then you may as well enter this series.
Please forward any updated entries to the Club Captain, Rossco via email rossc01@internode.on.net.
If you don’t yet have any female crew but would like to enter, then let either Cherylle Stone 0438
754132 or Peta Oliver 0435 206 650 know you are looking for female crew.

Volunteer Sponsorship and Marketing
Officer Required

The subcommittee is still seeking someone who could assist the board with sponsorship and marketing
for PSYC. If you have marketing or design experience (or know someone who does) and could possibly
assist even with some guidance then please contact Peta Oliver on 0435 206 650 or
Petaoliver@yahoo.com

A Family Holiday Cruise that was not to go to Plan
Jules Bell. 51st Project

Reluctantly I’d like to share a recent experience.

Firstly I am 42 years old and as those who are close to me know I’m the fittest
and healthiest I’ve been in years.
Our family trip this September school holidays started somewhat as an
adventure with a relatively short but testing 90nm sail to Sydney. A weather
front closed in on the small weather window. This caused us to take shelter
and ride out 40 to 50-knot wind gusts in Newcastle. Delaying our arrival into Sydney by around 24hrs. We then
enjoyed two days of pleasant sailing on one of the prettiest harbours in the world before our trip took an
unexpected turn after climbing the Sydney harbour bridge, which wasn’t difficult or exhausting by any means.
As we were lining up to collect our photos of the climb, I felt a funny sensation in my left forearm which had become
dead or droopy. I still had full use of my hand, but I had no control of my forearm which would fall if I tried to hold
my arm in any particular position.
This would later turn out to be a small stroke. I want to share this experience because I displayed no other
“common” signs of a stroke, I could make any ugly face expression, poke my tongue out in any direction which is
even scarier than my ugly face expressions, I didn’t have a funny taste
in my mouth and I had full sensation or feeling on my skin. It was only
my left forearm and for a short period, my lower legs both of which
felt a similar heaviness, again not typical of one side of the body
feeling the effects of a stroke. When it didn’t go away after 10 to 15
minutes, we decided that I should head to hospital. There I stayed for
9 days in the stroke ward of St Vincents Hospital. Not quite the marina
experience I had been enjoying with the rest of the family. As most
people know, you have 4 hours after a stroke to receive treatment of
blood thinners to prevent or reduce scarring and long term damage, so
the timer is literally ticking when a stroke occurs. By the time I was
admitted and four doctors complete their assessment of my symptoms including a CT scan (which showed no signs
of a stroke) two and a half hours had passed! Despite the CT not showing anything obvious the Doctors made the
call that my symptoms were that of a stroke and recommended I receive treatment. This comes with a relatively low
5% risk of internal bleeding, however it is critical in assisting with the recovery from a stroke if administered within
the initial 4 hour window. An MRI scan the following day, confirmed that I’d had a small stroke.
Thanks to this fast response, within days I had about 90-95% of my forearm control back and only found myself still
in hospital having a smorgasbord of tests conducted as they tried to establish what caused the stroke. My bloods
were good, I’ve never smoked and as I’ve mentioned already I’m fit and healthy and not too old.

I want to share this experience because I firstly dismissed this as a stroke, due to the lack of obvious symptoms
associated with strokes and if not for my wife would have probably dismissed it for longer and secondly as a
reminder of the critical importance of the 4 hour window in treating a stroke to prevent long term scarring and
damage.
Please DON’T dismiss or ignore any abnormal feelings or signs, don’t
doubt yourself, its best to act quickly and get it checked out even if
you’re not showing any “typical” symptoms.
I acknowledge the doctors and nurses at St Vincents Hospital they are
first class in the care of their patients.

Please share this story if you think it may help anyone who may
find themselves in a similar situation one day. Jules. 51st
Project

SEAGULL DROPPINGS
During a Wednesday race,
Gift Horse was seen to go ashore briefly during a race just near the Geo. Res, toilets??
Yulunga caught a fish trap and was chased by two irate fisherman who wanted their
property back!
Did Serenade follow Rhumb Dancer not knowing Jeff was following an old course
sheet??
Oh and poor old Rosco!
The bird thought a wrap around the propeller for an expensive haul-out and new
spinnaker sheet may have been enough. BUT ROSCO tried it again the next week.
This time not so expensive thanks to Peta.
Total KAOS!!!

Some people like to remain anonymous but the Seagull wondered Howe the club got an updated computer but
thought it came from the capital city in the largest US State!

PS. The bird thinks it is MADNESS to sail out for the first time in a 14ft
Gerry-something Yacht in 20 knots!!! (Read article later).

The Marathon Sat. Oct 31-

What KAOS.

The fleet started in soft breeze aided by the newly ebbing current, toward the Wedding Cake mark. Then began a
drift against the slight current to Salamander. Yachts see-sawed along; some getting wind and less current, others
getting neither. An hour later the yachts were strung out over a nautical mile towards Shoal Bay. Haninni Bay,
Yulunga and 2 Way Street at the rear copped a severe wind change and kaos ruled, as an Isolated sharp rain squall
causing the last two to retire. By then the fastest yachts of the fleet had reached Shoal Bay to be becalmed and
drifting towards the heads! The second group of yachts then drifted to the Shoal Bay mark and headed back (now
ahead of the drifters) as the breeze returned.
No-one was going to complete the Marathon to Garden Island now, so Madame Starter called a shortened course.
So little KAOS seized the advantage over the drifting yachts and sailed ahead to claim line honours. The real
excitement however came from Una Vita and Good Life2 who crossed the finish only thirty seconds apart to claim
second and third. Haninni Bay refused to give up and took over five hours to finish last, but in the end, KAOS RULE

Stuart’s Sensational Snap Shot Shows Solander Slightly Submerged Surfing Stormy Seas
Slowly Surpassing Stone’s Skippered Subzero, Sneakily Seizing Second! (Wed. 3rd).

SYDNEY YACHTS ARRIVE AT SOLDIERS POINT MARINA
Fifteen yachts will be arriving in Port Stephens on Monday 16th of November from Sydney.to welcome
them to our Club. You are all welcome to wander down to the Marina and see the yachts.
They will be in Port Stephens for several days. Most of the yachts will be at Soldiers Point Marina.
PSYC will be providing a bar service on Tuesday for a few hours for our visitors, thanks Deb Simm!

Hey is this pic not priceless?

PSYC Social Member Barry Sainsbury
– had a fall earlier in the year, and is
currently residing at Estia Health, Tea
Gardens, on the road to recovery and
having a “black beer” with Samantha
Kirby.

We wish Barry many more!

Summary of
Presentations 2019/20
Event/ Series
Club Championship Div 1
Club Championship Div 2
Commodore’s Trophy
Jack Hollman Trophy
Max & Edna Berman Trophy Div 1
Max & Edna Berman Trophy Div 2
Hood Trophy
Marathon Division 1
Marathon Division 2
Offshore Island
Alternate Inshore
PCYC Anniversary Teams Regatta
Sprint Series
Spring – Long Afternoons
Spring – Short Afternoons
Spring Pointscore Div 1
Spring Pointscore Div 2
Spring/Summer Sternchaser Div 1
Spring/Summer Sternchaser Div 2
Summer – Long Afternoons
Summer – Short Afternoons
Summer Pointscore Div1
Summer Pointscore Div2
Autumn – Long Afternoons
Autumn – Short Afternoons
Wednesday Winter Afternoons
Winter Pointscore Div 1

1st Place
Smoke & Mirrors
Jia
Hoodwink
Twitcher
The Good Life II
Serenade
Karie
Troppo
Somerset of Oz
Kaos
Cipriani
Clean Sweep
51st Project
Eusemere
Solanda
Eusemere
Two Way Street
Thief of Time
Jia
Ice Dancer
Smoke & Mirrors
Subzero
Friends
Solanda
She’s The One
Thief of Time

2nd Place
Eusemere
Two Way Street
Not Awarded
51st Project
Thief of Time
Whitewash
Heron
Smoke & Mirrors
Kaos
Eusemere
She’s The One
Smoke & Mirrors
Twitcher
Not Awarded
Yulunga
Smoke & Mirrors
Jia
Two Way Street
Thief of Time
Jia
Una Vita
Yulunga
She’s The One
Yulunga
Whitewash

3rd Place
Exalte
Serenade
Troppo
Chilli
Troppo
Somerset of Oz
Hoodwink
Thief of Time
Yulunga
Jia
Thief of Time
Thief of Time
Yulunga
Chilli
Jia
Exalte
Serenade
Troppo
Ice Dancer
She’s The One
Two Way Street
Friends
Solanda
Eusemere
Jia
Jia
Exalte

Winter Pointscore Div 2
Winter Sternchaser Div 1
Winter Sternchaser Div 2
Christmas Series

Jia
Eusemere
Jia
Ice Dancer

Hoodwink
Elusive
Hanini Bay
Two Way Street

Hanini Bay
Thief of Time
Somerset of Oz
Smoke & Mirrors

SPECIAL Awards
Bar Person of the Year
Christopher Columbus Trophy

Deb Simm
Hanini Bay
J. Nederloff

Bar Manager
Incorrect direction

Club Person of the Year

Chris Bebb

Crew Person of the Year

Alyson Barwood

PSYC Encouragement Award

Peta Oliver
51st Project
J. Bell
Rouge Wave
K. LePoidevin

Hamilton ls Race

Friends P. Symes / R. Pacey

SP area

Coastal Cruising Award
Offshore Cruising Award
Wounded Rock Award

Pictures by Stuart

Sydney Hobart Race

Manley

White Ribbon Day – 21/11/2020
Roger Yeo
White Ribbon Australia is part of a global organisation and movement to put an end to men’s violence and abuse
toward women.
White Ribbon Australia as many will know went into receivership last October due to financial difficulties: normal
sort of causes: not enough revenue and too many outgoings. Very quickly, as WRA was going into receivership,
Communicare, a company that has long operated in the health and well-being sector, negotiated to assume the WRA
brand, intellectual property and the Breaking the Silence Schools and Corporate Accreditation Programs. A deal
closed in January … before COVID, and we have been working hard to revitalise the organisation.
Having said that, sorry to say, statistics continue to tell us that the issue of ‘men’s violence against women’ and
domestic violence and abuse in general, continues to get worse. In this country 30% of all women still experience
some sort of physical, sexual or mental abuse from men and more than one woman each week still loses her life to
someone she knows, trusts, and loves. It is almost 2 women a week, but we are not allowed to say that until it
actually is!
At the beginning of this year, along came the COVID-19 pandemic … lost jobs, more anxiety and financial pressure,
more time spent at home together, often with young children, increased consumption of alcohol and drugs.
Relationships, unfortunately, were never expected to be 24/7. These are all just excuses however, because
ultimately the perpetration of violence or abuse of any kind, by anyone, is a choice. A choice made by the
perpetrator. The excuses, nevertheless, are heard repeatedly in family and criminal court.
Since the killing of Hannah Clarke and her 3 children earlier this year, the concept of ‘Coercive Control’ has gained
significant public attention. The term is used to capture the ongoing nature of domestic violence, where the abuse is
not always physical but pervades a victim’s daily life. It refers to a wide variety of abusive behaviours including social,
financial, psychological, and technology-facilitated abuse. It is most often the process of one person saying, doing,
acting, in ways that make another person question their lived reality. It has been described as a form of legalised
torture! Victims come to doubt their sense of self, as well as their own sanity. It can be many behaviours but includes

isolating a partner from their friends or family, restricting their movements, using tracking devices on their phone, or
controlling their appearance, or access to money.
Coercive control is the most common factor leading up to intimate partner homicide. It is used all the time …
primarily by men, but yes, by some women as well. It is still a very gendered issue. 95% of all victims of violence,
whether women or men, experience that violence from a male perpetrator. And when men use coercive control
against women, and those women don’t recognise it, they can become helpless victims, can’t escape, no money, no
where to go, no friends left, no understanding of what’s really happening … and they fear for themselves, their
children and their pets.
The NSW government will soon debate legislation to make coercive control a criminal offence. It is unlikely to pass
first time around. NSW is not ready yet. Primarily because coercive control is not easily understood, but also because
it relies on the victims’ willingness and ability to report and involve police. Will they be believed? Will the abuse
escalate when police get involved? Will they be blamed for the abuse committed against them? Social reform in this
country takes a long time … often 2 or 3 or more goes, before it gets up. But it will happen eventually!
So why is this important to Port Stephens Yacht Club? We have supported the White Ribbon message to call out,
prevent and stop men’s violence and abuse of women for the past 8 years. Over the past couple of years, we have
seen cases of coercive control practiced publicly in our clubhouse and during club events. It took some time and a lot
of effort on the part of many members … and the Board, to bring a halt to it. I commend those members and the
Board for their action.

EUSAMERE AND EXALTE

A Design Adventure Or How I ventured into Madness
The History By Alan Croft
Some PSYC members would be aware of Remis, the small trailer boat I sailed with the
club from 2007 till it was sold in 2016. For those who did not see the boat, it was a
Danish designed Lynaes 14 hull (LWL of 14 feet, LOA 15 feet) moulded by Poul Jensen
on which I built a custom deck, cabin and rig to my own mind’s eye. Remis was a
tough little boat, which provided me with many very nice sailing days.
There were, however two issues which made it less than ideal. Firstly, the 14-foot waterline and canoe stern hull
shape meant that it was limited to a hull speed considerably less than the rest of the PSYC fleet. That was fine for
Wednesday racing with the handicap start. Remis started well before the rest of the fleet and hopefully finished with

the pack. Saturday racing was more of a problem where the scratch start meant Remis would be finishing well after
the rest of the fleet. I considered this not practical, so rarely sailed Remis on Saturdays.
Secondly, because Remis had a full keel and no centreboard, the trailer had to be immersed at every launch and
retrieve. After 10 years the trailer was showing the effects of this regular dunking in salt water.
I had done just about all I could do with Remis, and I desired a boat which would meet the following criteria:
Be kept at home in my shed (no mooring or antifouling issues),
Be able to rig, launch and sail single handed,
Be fast enough to keep up with the smaller keel boats like Hoods, Santana, Adams 21 etc,
Be able to launch and retrieve without getting the trailer in the salt water,
And, as I am getting older, not too strenuous, so I can sail well into my 8th decade.
Act One: The trimaran Piccolo The need for speed in a small stable hull had me thinking about breaking away from
the nominal speed vs length formula with a constant of 1.34 by developing a very slender hull where a length to
beam ratio of 7 or above could get the speed/length constant to 2 or more. Hence thinking about a trimaran. So, I
got onto the drawing board and drew a centre hull of 15 feet with a waterline
beam of about 18 inches, giving an L/B ratio of 10. I already had a Byte dinghy
with two rigs, so decided to use those Byte rigs to set the trimaran up with a
cat-ketch rig and an asymmetrical spinnaker on a bow sprit. I built the three
hulls and cross beams from plywood using the stitch and tape method.
The trimaran was dissembled to fit on the trailer and required significant
assembly at the ramp. On the first launch day, it took almost 2 hours to be
ready to for the water, and it was a hot day. Disassembly after the sail took almost as long. I was not happy. I did not
regard spending almost 4 hours in the carpark for every sail experience as very recreational, irrespective of how well
or not the boat sailed. I launched a second time, and there was only marginal improvement in the carpark time. So, I
decided to strip all the fittings from the boat and tipped the woodwork.
The Byte also was disposed of by sale rather than visiting the tip.
Act Two: The Envy FRED A short while after the trimaran adventure, I was wandering around Gumtree and found an
Envy for sale in Sydney. The Envy is a 14-foot production fibreglass dinghy built by
Dinghy Sports in Sydney targeting sail training and sailing schools. The hull is a 470
with 400mm taken from the aft end. I had a look at the boat and bought it. It
offered the potential of at least being able to plane when off the wind. It was
rigged with a one-piece aluminium mast and boom and carried a main, jib and
symmetrical spinnaker. I wanted to make the rig more user friendly and to sail
single handed, so put the rig aside and started afresh.
I purchased a two-piece carbon mast without spreaders, had a retracting bowsprit
and curved self-tacking jib track installed, and then had a new set of sails made
which comprised a mainsail with two reefs, a self-tacking jib and asymmetrical
spinnaker.
I sailed the boat a few times in light weather and it had the desired speed to keep with the smaller keel boats. Things
were looking good.

Then, on a day with about 20 knots of NE wind, I attended the start-line with two reefs in the main. Before the start,
I managed to capsize. I landed in the water between the hull and the boom. Before I could get to the centreboard to
right the boat, it went completely upside down. Pulling on the centreboard, I righted the boat, but because the jib
sheet was still in its cleat, the boat came straight back on top of me, and went upside down again. This time I
released the jib sheet before lifting the boat upright. By this time, I was exhausted. I pulled the jib to the deck and
retreated to the ramp under double reefed main alone.
I decided I did not want to repeat the experience of having the boat inverted. I weighed the rig and worked out that I
needed 40 kilograms of ballast in the centreboard to give the boat a neutral overturning moment with the mast
horizontal. However, the centreboard case was too slender to fit that amount of lead in the blade, and the
centreboard hinge pin was nowhere near strong enough to support such a weight.
I started searching dinghy design websites and found the Haze design which is a 13-foot single handed dinghy with a
40 kg ballasted centreboard. I bought a set of plans, and the Envy was sold with its original rig.
Act Three: The Haze 4000 Splinter The Haze 4000 is a design by Keith Callaghan of Blue Lightning Designs in the UK.
It is a single-handed ballasted dinghy of length 4.0m (13ft 1.5in), beam 1.8m (5ft 11in), with an 8.5m 2 main, a 9.5m2
asymmetrical spinnaker and no jib. The centreboard can have from 40kg to 70kg of ballast.
I already had a rig with a carbon mast. A main of 8.4m2, a 2.5m2 jib and an asymmetrical spinnaker of 10.6m2. Seeing
as I had the jib, I decided to try to use it by moving the mast aft of the designed position to retain the rig balance
around the centreboard.
I made the centreboard with 40kg of ballast first. (No point building a new hull if I could not make a ballasted
centreboard). At 40kg I can just move it around the shed by giving it a bear hug. I built the hull and fitted my rig as
planned. I also had a 2.5 litre masthead float made to fit on the top of the main sail, so in the event of a capsize, the
combination of ballast and float would prevent the boat from inverting. The Cat 6 safety equipment added 28 kg to
the load in the boat. When I spoke to Keith about the load, he was concerned that the boat would be over its
designed sailing displacement of 230kg. All up I estimated I would be sailing with about 270kg. The Haze hull had an
immersion rate of 30kg per cm, so I would be sailing about 13mm lower that the designed waterline.
I sailed Splinter several times on Wednesdays. The directional balance was good, so I had calculated the amended
mast position and mast rake close to correct. Again, I was able to keep pace with the smaller keel boats. Things were
again looking good.
However, the Haze has a relatively narrow waterline beam, with angled topsides to give the maximum beam at the
gunwale. This means the boat is initially tender, and I was working hard to make the boat work well. I had to reef
early. And I was constantly shipping water in the back of the boat, through the scuppers. It seemed to me that a hull
with slightly different characteristics could do better and be more comfortable to sail. The essential changes would
be a wider waterline beam, a cockpit floor further above the waterline, and a larger designed displacement.
Act Four: The Gerry 14 - Madness
Design I liked my rig, the ballasted centreboard, and I had a rudder, curved jib track, carbon bowsprit and road
trailer. All I needed was a slightly different hull.
Having decided that I needed a different hull, I needed to be clear about what I was trying to achieve.
There remained the requirements I had been chasing since moving from Remis, listed earlier in this article, but
compared to Splinter I wanted:
•

more stability, hence less strenuous to sail, and being stiffer, might hang on to its sail area longer,
giving more power and speed.

•

self-righting, a safety issue. I did not want to be righting an inverted boat again.

•

the cockpit to be well above the waterline so it could be convincingly self-draining.

If the boat was to be a bit stiffer than Splinter, it required more beam at the waterline and probably some internal
ballast to supplement the lead in the centreboard.
I resorted to the drawing board. My prior boat construction experience has been with stitch and glue plywood
covered outside with fibreglass cloth in epoxy resin, and the inside of the hull panel joints taped with fibreglass tape.
This hull would be the same. My design skills are limited to what I can do on the drawing board with pencil and
ruler, no CAD packages here. I decided for reasons of simplicity in both design and construction to limit the hull
shape to be a flat bottom panel, a bilge panel and a topside panel. Hence the hull has two chines each side and a
total of five panels. By comparison Splinter had five plywood panels each side.
I studied a lot of various dinghy and yacht hull shapes and collected a lot of statistics to compare designs. I wanted a
hull which had the potential to plane off the wind. This required a wide stern and a flat run aft.
First, I added up all the weight the boat would be required to carry, including the Cat 6 equipment, 50kg of internal
ballast and 90kg of crew, and engine, and, and, and…… This totalled 350kg.
The first set of lines I drew used 10 stations at 400mm centres with a wider waterline beam than Splinter and gave a
design displacement of 300kg, not quite enough. I stretched the waterline a little (10 stations at 420mm) and filled
out the ends a bit. This also increased the Prismatic Coefficient (Cp). The second iteration came out at 355kg
displacement in seawater with a prismatic coefficient of 0.566.
I had a hull design which would work. The lines ended up at a waterline length (LWL) of 4200mm, overall length
4.383m (14ft 4.4in), beam 1.89m (6ft 2.4in). The hull has a flat bottom panel, a bilge panel and topside panel. The
waterline beam is wider than Splinter (1.426m vs 1.048m), and most of the waterline width is carried to the stern.
The topside panel is closer to vertical than Splinter. The cockpit is self-draining and is 100mm above the waterline.
The Cp is a ratio which indicates the slenderness or fullness of the ends of the hull and influences the natural
speed/length ratio at which the design is most efficient. I was a bit wary
of having the Cp too low. However, in dinghies, the ability to move the
sailor’s weight around to heel and trim the boat means the effective Cp
can be altered to suit the prevailing conditions.
The design has a wide stern and flat after sections, hopefully to assist
planing off the wind. Downwind, the bow would be lifted, and the Cp
increased. Up wind, the weight should be forward and heeled slightly so
the bow is down, and the stern lifted and the waterline aft is narrowed,
reducing Cp.
The stability calculation showed a small positive righting moment with the centreboard ballast. Adding the 50kg of
internal ballast to the calculation further improved the self-righting. The 2.5 litre masthead float is still there for
additional insurance against inversion.
I calculated that with the mast horizontal, the hull displaces 362kg when the gunwales are depressed 300mm. I
made this the width of the side decks, so if the hull is pushed down on its side, the cockpit will stay above the water.
I calculated that the Centre of Buoyancy (CoB) was 2178mm aft of the stem. This is the centre of the volume below
the waterline. The Centre of Floatation (CoF) calculated at 2407mm aft of the stem. This is the centre of the area of
the waterline plane. The difference of 229mm is what resists pitching. The waterline area gave an immersion rate of
43.8kg per cm. These numbers also give an indication of where the crew weight should be in the boat for level trim.

I was quite happy with the directional balance of Splinter, so I positioned the centreboard in the hull in a similar
distance from the stem as Splinter, then positioned the mast relative to the centreboard in the same position as in
Splinter. The extra 300mm of hull over Splinter has effectively gone into the length of the cockpit. Hopefully this will
result in the directional balance being close to right. Some small adjustment to balance can be achieved by moving
the mast foot in the step and by adjusting mast rake. We will not know if this is ok until the boat is on the water.
I drew the internal layout so the cockpit floor was 100mm above the waterline at its lowest point. The side decks are
300mm wide, and I put a seat across the boat at deck level near the CoF, so I can sit with my feet lower than my
backside. This will allow me to be comfortable in any location the sailing conditions require.
I made a cardboard model of the hull to satisfy myself that it looked ok, then I wrote out a list of all the control lines
and where they ran in the boat, describing all the fittings required. I do not like screws in my boats, much preferring
bolts. So, the internal arrangement of the boat was designed so every fitting is attached with bolts rather than
screws, and there is access behind every fitting to enable the nuts to be put on the bolts. The inside of every bolt
hole is coated with epoxy to seal the timber grain against water ingress.
There is a frame at every station of the design, so nine frames plus transom. There are solid frames at stations 2, 4,
and 5, and a centreline divider aft of the centre-case, dividing the hull into six major watertight compartments. There
are three minor watertight compartments. Watertight hatches provide access for storage of safety equipment and
internal ballast. I did a second drawing showing the rig on the hull. This is necessary to determine the location and
angle of the curved jib track, and the positioning of the spinnaker bow sprit.
It is interesting that the new hull has almost the same length and beam as Remis, but is a very different shape, about
half the weight (260kg vs 500kg dry weight), and almost the same sail area (12.8m2 vs 13m2 working sail).
With the basic design complete at a scale of 1:10 on the drawing board, I lofted the lines on white painted MDF with
the plan and elevation at 1:2 and the cross-sections at full size. This refined the accuracy of the table of offsets.
In summary, the expectation of the new design is that the wider waterline will give the boat more form stability, and
with the additional ballast, should be able to hang onto its sail area longer before needing to pull a reef in, giving the
boat a bit more power than Splinter. The additional waterline
length alone will give the boat a potential 4% speed
improvement over Splinter. Hopefully, these advantages are
enough to overcome the disadvantage of the extra weight.
Upwind I expect to sail the boat slightly heeled and trimmed
down at the bow to reduce wetted surface area. Off the wind
I expect the boat should be sailed as flat as possible to
promote planing, except in very light wind.
I have called the design a Gerry 14, given its suitability for
geriatrics. Splinter’s hull is now in the boat park in the sky.
Construction The problem with construction is that after the creative and interesting process of design, the
construction is mostly just plain hard tedious repetitive work. It involves lots of marking out, cutting, gluing, coating
with epoxy, sanding, painting and sanding. And when you think you have had enough sanding, there is more sanding
to be done. The sequence of building is quite logical, with just a lot of small steps. Perseverance is a very necessary
requirement.
Because the new hull would be of similar overall size to Splinter, I decided on of similar sized scantlings.
In order to keep the boat as light as possible I paid the price for lightweight Gaboon ply. All the internal stringers are
from Paulownia, a very light timber plantation grown in NSW. Where a stronger timber was required, e.g., mast
supports or gunwale, I used selected Meranti. The gunwale bumper strip is Tasmanian Oak.

I had some trouble getting the bilge panel to lie down on the moulds forward of station 2. This area of the hull
requires a far bit of twist in the plywood. I solved the problem by cutting four longitudinal slits in the panel and each
resulting finger laid down quite well with a tapered gap appearing between them. I filled the gaps with wedges of
plywood. This area of the bow received a second layer of cloth inside and out for extra strength when I applied a
layer of fibreglass cloth over the outside of the hull.
Once the basic hull was formed and rolled right side up, it looked HUGE compared to Splinter. When the internal
structure and cockpit floor and decks were complete, and the hull was turned upside down, for fairing, I weighed the
hull. It was 114.6kg. I had budgeted on 120kg in my original displacement estimates, so I was very happy.
Once on the trailer the boat out of the shed and the mast erected. I was able to re-use the side stays from Splinter
but had to make a new forestay. When I fitted the jib, the angle of the jib sheet from the curved track to the jib clew
was too steep. I had to move the track back by 50mm and remake the plywood brackets supporting the outer ends.
Because the boat has a flat bottom panel, it does not have anything to cause the boat to keep to the centre of the
trailer. I added some guideposts to the trailer to keep the boat in line. When the boat went on the trailer, I got the
overall width right, but the second chine was touching the post before the gunwale. So, I had to remake the
guideposts with more clearance at the second chine level.
The stem of the boat is almost vertical with a very small radius at the knuckle. This is good for sailing (longer
waterline) but causes difficulty getting the boat onto the trailer. There is no gradual slope in the bow to cause the
boat to rise onto the trailer when the winch is wound in. I have added a Teflon-lined 45-degree skid to the back of
the trailer for the bow to rise on as the winch work starts. I have also added a stainless-steel rubbing strip to the
underside of the stem knuckle.
Sailing I first launched the boat on the morning of Tuesday 3rd November, trying to pick a light wind (southerly 5 to
10kn) for the first sail. The boat felt much more stable than Splinter. It motored
comfortably, the main and jib went up easily, and the setting of the jib looked good.
When I tried to put the spinnaker up, I found I had the starboard sheet in between the
forestay and the jib luff. This required the rerunning of the sheet outside the forestay
by going to the bow of the boat. I managed to do this on the water, something which
would have been impossible on Splinter.
The next day, Wednesday, the wind was NE 15 to 20kn, and an afternoon race was
scheduled. I decided it would be a good next test for the boat. I was a bit nervous about getting into stronger wind
so early in my learning about the boat. But I need to do 3 races to establish a handicap, so I got on with it. I put a
reef in the main and set off. The first leg was to the Salamander mark. I started the race with 16kn of apparent wind.
The boat felt very comfortable, sitting on the side deck without needing to hike or dump the main in the gusts. On
the way to the first mark I saw 19kn on the instruments and only eased the main sheet a couple of inches, not
dumping the main. The boat was pointing comfortably at 30 degrees to the apparent wind. I made Salamander easily
in one leg without a tack.
The second leg was slightly off the wind. I saw 22kn of apparent wind on the dial shortly north of Corlette headland.
Again, taken easily without severe hiking. The downwind leg was also uneventful.

Overall, I was very pleased with the feel of the boat. Much more stable than Splinter. Directional balance felt good,
so the rig is about the right place relative to the hull. Maybe I could have tried
with a full main and just worked the sheet in the gusts. I was also impressed
how the boat rode over the waves caused by wind vs tide next to Middle
Island. The bow seemed to rise over the waves rather than punch through
them. The boat has more buoyancy in the bow than Splinter and most of the
weight is concentrated amidships. The forecast for next Wednesday is again NE
15 to 20kn. I am looking forward to sailing again in that strength of breeze
without any sense of trepidation. Things are looking good.
More experimenting with different wind strengths is required, as is some
spinnaker work. I have made provision to sheet an overlapping genoa, so that
may appear early next year and be ready for the light winter days.
Alan Croft Nov. 2020
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